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 4 . - Thanks to the suspension, I was able to catch up with these famous cars. . In addition to that, the high level of competition
and the fact that the track is a closed circuit, also led to a lot of difference between the cars. . The first event of the Nürburgring
24 Hours racing event was held in June and the results are listed in the. The list shows only the winners of each class. . Formula

One in the ’s is the sport of the elite. . They are very fast, very light and very, very expensive. . The popularity of the grew
exponentially with the success of the TV show and those two factors, along with the unique nature of the itself, made the ’s race
extremely popular. . This popularity helped to make the the biggest sporting event of the and in 2008, it was even added to the

FIFA World Cup™. . Due to a rule change in Formula One in the early ’s, Grand Prix racing changed its structure into the
current form with cars running at shorter tracks. The structure of the is one of the most complicated and still confusing in
motorsport. . The has two classes of competition, the and the. The is a four-hour race that is only held at the. The is held at

multiple circuits around the world on the same day, but the is also held only at the. All four classes are run in two separate races,
although there are some exceptions. . The runs with two or three cars per class on different layouts, both on the and. The is held
with four cars and in two races on the. . The is held with several cars on the. The is held with two cars per class on the and. The .

The is the oldest, most prestigious, and arguably the most dangerous single event in motorsport. . The is mainly held at one of
the eight legendary race tracks of the, the. Over the years, the has evolved into one of the most popular and long-running events
on the motorsport calendar. . It is a 24 hour race held at the legendary Nürburgring, a former military airfield near Koblenz in

southern Germany. . The is generally held in the month of, although the circuit itself is open to the public throughout the year. .
The f3e1b3768c
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